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++ Editorial - Content Overview +++

Dear readers,
This is the second SNE issue with new layout, and we are glad, that we got positive reactions for changes in SNE layout and
for opening the publication strategy of SNE. Together with this issue, we are proud to announce the first SNE Special Issue
‘Parallel and Distributed Simulation Methods and Environments’. First born as idea in ASIM - ASIM Working Groups intend
to publish alternately a Special Issue each year, the SNE Special Issues are open for all societies and conference organisers.
The Special Issues cause a change in numbering the SNE issues: this regular SNE issue, SNE 46, is now identified as SNE 16/1
(Volume 16, Number 1), the first Special Issue as SNE 16/2; the next regular SNE double issue (SNE 47/48) will be numbered
SNE 16/3-4. This remembers, that we are running SNE since 16 years, and we thank our faithful readers.
Together with the new layout, both editorial boards are being reorganised and will be enlarged for the future. We are also
working on a new infrastructure for running an editorial office, together with tasks for SNE on the web.
We hope, the readers enjoy this issue, and the contributors appreciate the new editorial structure (more strict, but hopefully more efficient). Three Technical Notes and three Short Notes in this issue show the broad variety of modelling and
simulation. The Technical Notes are special ones: based on a post-conference review procedure via Internet for contributions to MATHMOD 2006 Vienna, papers were selected for publication in SNE (to appear also in the next SNE issues).
Furthermore, as first reaction on the ARGESIM / MATHMOD Yo-yo Challenge, the Techncial Note by Leon Zlajpah
introduces into mechanical mysteries of Yo-yo control. The Comparison Section publishes an updated version of Comparison C13 ‘Crane and Embedded Control’, reflecting the developments in this area of modelling and simulation; furthermore, seven comparison solutions concentrate on modelling issues and alternative approaches.
The News Section reports about progress in new structures for EUROSIM, and about activities in EUROSIM member
societies and in Societes related to Modelling and Simulation. We thank all contributors, members of the editorial
boards, and people of our ARGESIM staff for co-operation in producing this SNE issue.
Felix Breitenecker, editor-in-chief; Felix.Breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at

SNE 16-1 / SNE 46 in Five Minutes
Process Modelling in a
Sterilisation Tunnel (TN)
- presents modelling and simulation
for temperature profiles in an
industrial production process
– page 3

Modelling and Control of Yoyo (TN)
– deals with the classical Yoyo toy:
mathmatical models for control and for
haptic interfaces, control strategies,
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– page 9
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– page 16
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– page 21

ARGESIM Comparison Section
– defines a revised benchmark C13
Crane and Embedded Control
(implicit modelling, digital
control, sensor action), followed
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– page 27
– seven Comparison Solutions for
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comparisons (Switching States, SCARA
Robot) and general comparisons
(Cellular Automata, Identification)
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– page 31 - 38
Book Reviews and Journal News –
Eleven book reviews and one
book news
Introduction of the SNE Special Issue
Parallel and Distributed Simulation
Methods and Environments
Call for next SNE Special Issue
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– page 39 - 47

Simulation of Blood Glucose Regulation
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interface for educational use – page 23

Young Simulationists – introduction of
simulationists from Germany and
Austria
– page 48

Modelling and Control of a 2DOF
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and simulation of a simple robot
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control via WWW
– page 25

EUROSIM Society Reports – 20 pages reports
from EUROSIM societies, followed by 8
pages from International Societies and Groups
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and 2 pages Industry News in the News Section
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+++ ARGESIM Comparisons and Benchmarks - Definitions ++

ARGESIM SIMULAT ION BENCHMARK S
‘Crane and Embedded Control’ – Definition of an ARGESIM Benchmark
with Implicit Modelling, Digital Control and Sensor Action
Revised Definition – Comparison 13revised
Alexander Schiftner, Felix Breitenecker, Horst Ecker, Vienna University of Technology
{Felix.Breitenecker, Horst.Ecker}@tuwien.ac.at, aschift@osiris.tuwien.ac.at

Introduction
This benchmark originates from a publication of
E.iMoser and W.iNebel in the Proceedings of the
conference DATE’99 [2]. The authors set up a benchmark mainly for testing the VHDL-AMS model
description. Therefore, the benchmark comprises
digital elements (digital controller, sensor action and
diagnosis) as well as a continous model description.
The first definition as ARGESIM Comparison C13
Crane and Embedded Control extended this VHDLAMS benchmark for simulators of any kind. Experiences with solutions sent in showed, that the design of
the control is not really adequate, leading to misinterpretations and to a too narrow stability region. Consequently, for this revised definition, the design of the
control has been improved significantly. Furthermore,
the tasks to be performed with the modelled system
and required control are formulated more precisely, so
that solutions can be compared better.
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In the following the nonlinear and linearized equations for the system are given. The linear model
description originates from [1], where a detailed
version can be found. In this comparison also the
nonlinear model is to be investigated ([3]). The basic
model parameters can be found in Table 1.
Linear Model / linearised model
&x&c =

fc
m
d
+ g l α − c x&c
mc
mc
mc

rα&& = − g (1 +
−r

ml
d
d
)α + ( c − l ) x&c −
mc
mc ml

dl
f
f
α& − c + d , xl = xc + rα
ml
mc ml

Nonlinear model
It is to be noted that the nonlinear model is an implicit
one, of type

M ( x) &x& = g ( x, x& )

Definition of Crane Dynamics

The crane consists of a horizontal track, a car moving
along this track, and a load that is connected to the car
via a cable of length r as shown in Figurei1.
The car is driven by the force fc , which is exerted by
a motor controlled by a digital controller. A disturbance is modelled as the disturbing force fd , accelerating the load in horizontal direction.
Several sensors provide information about the current
state of the system. The actuators for steering the
crane are the motor and a brake.
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The ARGESIM Comparisoni/iBenckmark C13 ‘Crane and Embedded Control’ is based on modeling and controlling a crane crab and addresses digital elements together with implicit continuous model description. The comparison goes back to a formulation as test example for VHDL-AMS and has been defined first as ARGESIM Comparison C13 in SNE 35/36. This redefinition presents an improved observer based digital control with more stable
behaviour. The revised tasks ask for comparison of uncontrolled nonlinear and linearised system behaviour, for
modeling and simulation of digital control with sensor action, and for simulation of a diagnosis of sensor action.

Figure 1: Schematic overview of crane model.
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++ ARGESIM Comparisons and Benchmarks - Definitions +++

[

]

&x&c = mc + ml sin 2 (α ) = − d c x&c + f c + f d sin 2 (α ) +

[

]

Name

Type

PosCar

Real

SwPosCarMin

Boolean

SwPosCarMax

Boolean

+ ml sin(α ) rα& + g cos(α ) − d l x&c sin (α )
2

2

⎡ m
⎤
r 2α&& mc + ml sin 2 (α ) = ⎢ f d c − f c + d c x&c ⎥ r cos(α ) −
⎣ ml
⎦
2
− g (mc + ml ) + ml rα& cos(α ) r sin(α ) −

[

]

[

]
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⎡m
⎤
− d l ⎢ c ( x&c r cos(α ) + r 2α& ) + r 2α& sin 2 (α )⎥
m
⎣ l
⎦
xl = xc + r sin(α )

Depending on the simulation system used, these
DAEs may be used directly, or they must be made
explicitly by analytical or by numerical means.

Description
reports the position of
the car (xc)
true if xc < PosCarMin ,
else false
true if xc > PosCarMax,
else false

Table 2: Sensor Variables / parameters.

Definition of the digital controller
The digital controller is implemented as a cycle based
controller using a fixed cycle time of 10 ms. A discrete
state space observer calculates the ‘fictive’ states q
based only on the observation of PosCar:

~
q = ( fc , ~
xc , ~
x&c , α , α& )T
Description
mass of car
mass of load
length of cable
gravity
friction coefficient of car
friction coefficient of car
with activated brake
friction coefficient of
load
maximum position of car
minimum position of car

Name
mc
ml
r
g
dc
dcBrake

Value
10 kg
100 kg
5m
9.81m/s2
0.5kg/s
100000
kg/s

dl

0.01kg/s

PosCarMax
PosCarMin

5m
-5m

The vector q is then fed into a state regulator. In the
following the control algorithm is given, where n
numbers the controlling cycles (a schematic overview
of the controller is given in Figurei2).
The parameters for the controller are Vi=i109.5, ForceMaxi=i160, and BrakeConditioni=i0.01, the vector and
matrix parameters are given in the following:
q n+1 : = (M − d cT ) q n + PosCarn d + f c

Desired
n

b

un +1 : = V PosDesired − h q n +1
T

fc

Desired

n +1

: = max{ min{ un +1 , ForceMax },− ForceMax }

Table 1: Basic model parameters.
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2

Specification of the Control

The control includes the sensors, actuators, the digital
controller and the diagnosis. The variable PosDesired
is used as input to the controller and controls the position of the car (PosCar).
Actuators. The car is driven by a motor which exerts
the force fc on the car. As a model for the motor, including a specific controller for it, a first-order transfer
function is used:
Desired
f&c = −4 ( f c − f c
)

Activation of the brake is given by the following actions:
Desired
Brake

fc

: = 0, d c : = d c

Sensors
Three sensors give information about the status of the
system, one measuring position of the car and the
other ones informing about reaching limits (Tablei2).

State matrix A, input vectors b1 and b2, and output
vector c are given by the linear model.
⎛ 0.96
⎜
0
⎜
M = ⎜ 0.001
⎜
0
⎜
⎜ − 0.0002
⎝

0
1
0
0
0

0⎞
⎟
0.01
0
0⎟
0.9995
0.981 0 ⎟
⎟
0
1
0⎟
0.0001 − 0.2158 1 ⎟⎠
0

0

⎛ 0⎞
⎛ 34.5724 ⎞
⎛ 0.04 ⎞
⎛ 2.9 ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜1⎟
⎜ 0.2395 ⎟
⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜ 109.5 ⎟
c = ⎜ 0 ⎟ , d = ⎜ 2.0322 ⎟ , b = ⎜ 0 ⎟ , h = ⎜ 286.0 ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0⎟
⎜ 0.0164 ⎟
⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜1790.6 ⎟
⎜ 0⎟
⎜ − 0.1979 ⎟
⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜ 44.5 ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

Diagnosis
The diagnosis runs concurrently to the digital
controller. It is used to ensure the car stays within the
given limits PosCarMin and PosCarMax. Therefore a
boolean value EmergencyMode is introduced, which
defaults to false and will not be reset once set to true.

+++ ARGESIM Comparisons and Benchmarks - Definitions ++

In parallel, a condition for activating the brake while
the car is standing still, is observed:
if PosCar > PosCarMax then set
EmergenceMode = true
•
if PosCar < PosCarMin then set
EmergenceMode = true
•
if EmergencyMode or if for more than 3s
(( | ( fcDesired) | < BrakeCondition
then activate the brake

3

Tasks

c

c

- Task: Nonlinear vs linear model. Implement
the model (crane and motor) once using the
linear equations for the crane dynamics and once
using the nonlinear equations. Give details about the
handling of the implicit nonlinear model (transformation to explicit model, or use of algorithms for implicit
models indicating the nature of the algorithm).
Compare the linear and nonlinear models without
controller and without brake, with following scenario:
Initial state,
fd = 0
At time t = 0:
set fcDesired = 160 for 15s,
then fcDesired = 0
At time t = 4: set fd = Dest for 3s,
then set fd = 0
Print a table showing the steady-state difference
(reached after about 2.000s) in the position of the load
(xl) for three values of Dest , Dest = -750,-800,-850.

A

Task c - Controlled system with diagnosis
Add the Diagnosis to the controller. State how the
EmergencyStop event is handled.
Simulate the following scenario:
Initial position, fd = 0
At time t = 0: PosDesired = 3
At time t = 16: PosDesired = -0.5
At time t = 36: PosDesired = 3.8
At time t = 42: fd = 200 for 1s, then fd = 0
At time t = 60: stop simulation
Results should be displayed as graph of position of car
(xc), position of load (xl), angle α, state of the brake
and status of EmergencyStop over time.
For a solution, please follow the guidelines at the
ARGESIM website WWW.ARGESIM.ORG/comparisons for
and include your model source code files with the
solution you send in.
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First present the general approach, the implementation
idea and the simulation system used. Especially, make
clear how the implicit nonlinear model was handled,
and how the digital controller was implemented. Furthermore it is of interest how the experiments were
managed, especially in tasks b and c (features of the
simulation environment).
The initial states for all of the following tasks should
be zero:
x = 0, x& = 0, α = 0, α& = 0

- Task: Controlled system. Implement the
controller and brake and use the nonlinear equations for the crane dynamics. Describe how the continuous system and the discrete controller work
together and how the brake is implemented.
Simulate the following scenario:
Initial position, fd = 0
At time t = 0:
PosDesired = 3
At time t = 16: PosDesired = -0.5
At time t = 36: PosDesired = 3.8
At time t = 42: fd = -200 for 1s, then fd = 0
At time t = 60: stop simulation
Results should be displayed as graph of position of car
(xc), position of load (xl), angle α, and the state of the
brake over time.
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